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Our three young children miss him deeply and its
(sic) ruining our lives to not have him around. He is
our child and we love him so much! we just want him
back! So please please if you know someone who has
him please find it in your heart to let us know and if
anyone has him we WILL NOT call the police.
LOVED FAMILY DOG MISSED
BY 3 CHILDREN. PLS HELP FIND HIM!
Kijiji, Lost & Found ad

If your dog or cat goes missing, within a week they
could be research animals in cruel experiments.

It’s the law in Ontario

Introduction
Animal Alliance of Canada (AAC) is making common cause with a number
of animal protection organizations and LUSH Cosmetics to end the use of
pet dogs and cats for research. Researchers in Canada are responsible for
the suffering and deaths of tens of thousands of pets every year: in 2016
alone, over 16,000 in Canadian universities, colleges and hospitals, and
unreported numbers in private facilities and industry. None of it can be
justified. The buying of pets by researchers has dire effects on the animals,
their families, and the efforts to improve responsible pet ownership.

Canadian researchers
use an underground
market that traffics
in people’s pets.

Canadian researchers use an underground market that traffics in
people’s pets. Examples have been documented across the country.
There is no scientific justification to use pets—people’s companion dogs
and cats—for research1. Because researchers demand these animals, they
are responsible for enormous suffering to both pets and people. Beyond
the human and animal suffering, there are other unintended consequences.
The researchers’ market is undermining the efforts of municipalities and
humane societies to promote responsible pet ownership. The researchers are
also creating perverse incentives that discourage pounds from expending
resources to reunite pets with their families or find new homes for pets.
The researchers “underground market in suffering” is so harmful and
cruel to animals, and causes so much grief to people and families that
it must be banned; it cannot be fixed. “No Pets in Research” is the only
solution.
This paper will provide an overview of the researchers’ underground
pet market and its dire and cruel consequences. Only a cursory overview is
possible, at this time, because the underground traffic in pets for research
is mostly secret, operating behind barriers erected by the researchers
themselves, their academic and corporate research institutions, and
governments.
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The purpose of this paper is six-fold:
1. Encourage pet owners to take all precautions to keep their pets safe. In Ontario,
pets can and will be taken by researchers from pounds and shelters, humane
societies, and rescue groups. In communities without dog and cat by-laws,
their pets may be “stolen” even if they’re not lost in order to service the animal
researchers’ market. In other provinces across Canada, researchers can obtain pets
from numerous sources.
2. Provide information about the scope of the underground market and its harmful
effect on people and animal services agencies.
3. Expose the role of the Canadian Council of Animal Care in preventing public
scrutiny of researchers who are acquiring peoples’ lost pets and the extent of the
underground market in pets across Canada.
4. Hold to account the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
(OMAFRA) for enabling researchers to acquire pet dogs and cats from multiple
sources including pounds, shelters, rescue groups and humane societies, and
discouraging animal service agencies from reuniting owners with their pets or
finding them new homes.
5. Emphasize how important it is to ban the use of pets in research.
6. Urge pet owners to contact their legislators and demand they ban the use of
pets in research.

Pets at Risk
Every year, tens of thousands of Canadians are devasted when their pets
go missing. Few of these grieving people are aware that their loved ones
were possibly victims of the Canadian research community’s underground
market for pets. This secretive system—aided and abetted by politicians,
government agencies, and university administrators—provides researchers
a ready and reliable supply of low-cost animals for their often cruel and
questionable experiments. Pets are, in fact, very poor research subjects so are
never used in experiments that would warrant being considered scientifically critical. The vast majority are used for “training”.
Pets are cherished
members of Canadian
families not
laboratory subjects.

Pets are cherished members of Canadian families—61% of them share
their homes with pets. Cats and dogs are the most common companion
animals: 35% of Canadians have cats, 33% dogs2. So important are their pets
to them that Canadians are likely to assume their politicians, government
agencies, law enforcement, research institutions, and academic professionals
would take pet owners’ interests into account when setting policies that
impact pets. With few exceptions, they don’t. What they tend to do is
implement policies and practices that threaten companion animals and serve
the researchers’ pet market.
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The evidence is
the desperate pleas
for help from people
searching for their
lost pets.

The evidence of the harm and sorrow the researchers’ underground
market in pets inflicts is stapled to hydro poles, pinned to laundromat and
grocery store bulletin boards, listed on Kijiji and Craiglist, and posted to
Facebook and other social media sites. The evidence is the desperate pleas
for help from people searching for their lost pets. Among the lost is Kooper
“…a 4 year old domestic long haired tabby, very fluffy, has big green eyes,
long whiskers, his fur is grey/brown/tan with black markings throughout
his coat.”3 Another is Aggie. She’s an English Setter.4 Mocha’s gone.5 Then
there’s Nikki, a yellow lab, and Mugs, a German Shepherd who both went
missing at the same time.6

Feel this family’s loss and heartache
Our family dog we have had for 7 years raised from a puppy, went
missing Christmas morning. He is a very well mannered dog &
extremely smart & friendly and good with pets and kids. We have
reason to believe he was taken. We are asking if anyone knows his
whereabouts please help us! He is so loved and well taken care of.
He eats healthy expensive food and always has a warm safe home
with us. Our three young children miss him deeply and its ruining
our lives to not have him around. He is our child and we love him
so much! we just want him back! So please please if you know
someone who has him please find it in your heart to let us know
and if anyone has him we WILL NOT call the police. There will
be no reprocussions, we just want him back. Make three children
happy and help us save our dog and bring him back to the only
home he’s ever known! Please if you see him take a picture and
send it to me asap. Please note the last few pictures he has longer
hair just to show what he looks like not groomed. Thanks7 [sic]
There are many reasons why a much-loved pet might go missing.
Some fall victim to accidents. Some are stolen by puppy mill operators or dog
fighting rings to be used as bait dogs. 8 Others who are picked up by pounds
may become so-called ‘random source’ animals for researchers’ experiments;
this is readily preventable by banning the use of pets for research.
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One Story of Deep Loss
Laurie Bishop from Ontario found out in the most tragic way about
the dangers to pets posed by researchers.9 Laurie Bishop lost her lifetime
companion, Royal, a golden retriever, to researchers. Royal went missing
when her husband, who was tending their farm for a few days while Laurie
was away, accidentally left a gate open. It’s likely that Royal went in search
of Laurie. Her husband noticed very quickly that Royal was missing and
started searching. Laurie joined him as soon as she returned home.
With the help of Animal Alliance of Canada, Laurie was able to
investigate and discover what happened to Royal. A couple in Laurie’s
neighborhood found Royal loose on the streets and called the local pound
to pick him up. They trusted that the pound operator would find Royal’s
owner or that Royal’s owner would visit the pound. They also told the
pound operator that if Royal wasn’t claimed, they would gladly adopt him.
They were unaware that the pound, a for-profit operation, would break the
law by selling Royal to research without holding him for the required 72
hours. Seventy-two hours is the minimum required holding time to allow
for families to find and reclaim their lost pets. Nor were they aware that the
research facility would take Royal in contravention of the Ontario Animals
for Research Act (“the Act”).

The university’s staff
quickly determined
that Royal was ”too old
for the researchers”
and killed him.

Laurie placed an ad in her local newspaper and the neighbours who
found Royal, told her that the pound keeper had picked him up just a few
hours after he wandered off. It was the Friday before a long weekend. She
immediately phoned the pound and the story of what happened to Royal
changed with each conversation. Initially she was told that Royal had never
been there. Then she was told that Royal had been adopted by a new family.
When she demanded their contact information, she was told that Royal
“had a seizure and died”. Royal had no history of seizures. Finally she was
told that he was euthanized by his adoptive family.
The horrifying truth was that the operator sold Royal to the University
of Guelph within hours of collecting him from his neighbourhood.
He did so in violation of the Act which requires pounds to hold animals a
minimum of 72 hours excluding weekends and holidays.
If the operator had kept Royal, it would have cost him money for food,
and it would have been inconvenient to have to care for him over the long
weekend. A van collecting dogs for the University of Guelph was coming to
pick up another dog and Royal was sent at the same time.
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Upon Royal’s arrival at the university’s dog processing facility, the staff
quickly determined that Royal was “too old for the researchers” and killed
him. Like the unscrupulous pound operator, the University of Guelph
staff and researchers broke the law by accepting Royal before the required
72-hour holding period had expired and made no effort to find out how
Royal, a well-cared for and healthy animal, ended up at the University of
Guelph. In fact, Royal was found, picked up by the pound, transferred to
the university and killed within hours of wandering off his property. His
family were desperately searching for him and they had no idea that he was
already dead.
University of Guelph’s
staff and researchers
did not check to
see whether Royal
was acquired legally.

It is reasonable to assume that the University of Guelph’s staff and
researchers did not check to see whether Royal was acquired legally; this
raises the issue: how many more lost pet dogs and cats have been acquired in
contravention of the Act? It is almost impossible to find out. When Royal
was sold to the University of Guelph, Animal Alliance filed a Freedom of
Information request asking for “copies of all pound records maintained by
Arteeka Canine Control (a pound in Fergus, Ontario) from October 2000
to October 2001, including the documentation of transactions of the sale in
September 2001 of a particular dog [Royal] to a research facility, and other
transactions.” Arguing against the release of the information, the University
of Guelph wrote:
In the past, animal activist groups in Ontario have used public
exposure and controversy to prevent release of pound sourced
dogs and cats to research facilities. They have already mounted
campaigns of harassment and intimidation against universities,
individual pound keepers and Municipalities in an attempt to stop
the release of pound animals. [Names redacted] are two examples
of Municipalities that came under fire by Animal Alliance of
Canada and, as a result, now refuses to comply with the Act by
not supplying animals for research and teaching. Release of these
reports will accelerate this process...Pound source animals are
provided to the University with the implicit understanding by
both pound keepers and Municipalities that this information will
not be released to the general public.10
In practice this means that if a family loses a pet and they end up in
research, the family does not have the right to know if their pet was sold to
researchers nor where their pet was taken.
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Families can—
and must—take
all measures to
keep their
pets safe.

Laurie Bishop’s and Animal Alliance’s investigation into Royal’s fate
resulted in the pound operator being charged, convicted, and fined. It was
the first time a charge has ever been laid against a pound under the Act.
The researchers at the University of Guelph were never charged. And,
the Ontario government continues to force municipalities to sell their
lost pets to research, undermining municipally funded animal care and
control programmes.
Families can—and must—take all measures to keep their pets safe.
Depending on the jurisdictions, dogs and sometimes cats are required to be
licensed. They should all wear tags, giving names and contact information
for their “owners.” And, they should all be micro-chipped. Unfortunately,
even if families do everything possible to protect their pets, they are still
threatened by the researchers’ demand for their loved ones.

The Toll in Sorrow and Pets’ Lives

Researchers are
a major cause of
pet suffering
and death.

Researchers are a major cause of pet suffering and death. The numbers11
of pets and people affected are appalling by any measure—all the more
tragic because researchers should never use pets. The consequences and
implications are too harmful.
The majority of pets, or ‘random source’ animals as they are called, are
purchased by researchers and are destined to be killed or die as a consequence
of the research. Based on Animal Alliance’s experience with its adoption
program, Project Jessie, every companion animal a researcher buys might
have been placed in a new home if the groups and agencies that deal with lost
and abandoned pets had the resources and incentives to spend the extra time
necessary to find them new families. The researchers’ underground market
in pets, however, creates a financial incentive for municipal pounds to rid
themselves of pets as quickly as possible. Finding new homes for pets is an
expense; selling pets to researchers is a revenue stream.
The number of companion animals trafficked in the researchers’ pet
market is untenable, and the numbers are increasing. According to the
Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC) researchers acquired over
16,000 pets (identified as ‘random source’ animals in the records), in 2016,
reversing a modest decline since 2013.12 The system is set up to protect
researchers. As a result where these pets came from and what their final
fate was is secret. What’s also secret is why the number of pets used by
researchers is increasing, not decreasing which is what the CCAC claims
it is promoting.
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The 16,000 figure does not reflect the full scope of the suffering.
The records that the researchers, the CCAC, pounds, and for-profit animal
services companies keep about the animals they acquire are extremely poor,
and many are secret. The problem of transparency is getting worse. Prior to
2012, the CCAC had two database categories for dogs and cats acquired
by researchers: “purpose bred” and “random sourced.” In 2012, the CCAC
added a new category: “source unspecified,” meaning, according to Sandra
Lea McInnes, Director, Public Affairs and Communications at the CCAC,
“the institution does not report where they received an animal, or whether
the cats/dogs used in the study were purpose bred or not.”13
Researchers
prefer animals
that are friendly,
fit, and young.

Nonetheless, based on what’s known about the researchers’ pet
trafficking, we do know that almost all of the 16,000 animals would have
been younger, healthier, and of quiet temperament—meaning they were
well-cared for and happy. Researchers tend to avoid ‘problem’ animals,
preferring animals that are friendly, fit, and young. These animals are the
easiest to handle, cost the least to house, and are better able to endure the
physical and emotional assaults of experiments. They are also the animals
who would have had the best prospects for adoption.

The Canadian Council on Animal Care
The Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC) is a government and
researcher-funded agency which sells itself as
The CCAC does
not act, in practice,
in the interests
of animals.

…the national peer-review organization responsible for setting,
maintaining, and overseeing the implementation of high standards
for animal ethics and care in science throughout Canada,14
This description is highly misleading because it suggests a level of
oversight over the use of animals for research in Canada that simply doesn’t
exist. The first words of the CCAC’s mandate are “Acting in the interest
of the people of Canada.” Its activities are more consistent with protecting
researchers from people who support groups like Animal Alliance of
Canada than protecting animals from abuses and overuse by researchers.
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Researchers use the CCAC to ‘whitewash’ their animal experiments
and to give them a façade of humaneness and scientific necessity and, more
importantly, fulfill a requirement for Canadian government funding.
In order to receive government funding, a research lab must be CCAC
“certified,” meaning they must be peer-reviewed by the CCAC and allow
visits by CCAC staff. The CCAC claims it works to replace, reduce,
and refine the use of animals in experiments. The CCAC’s claims are not
reflected in the increasing number of animals used in the last few years.

Private research
facilities are not subject
to CCAC’s guidelines.

The CCAC is a source of statistics about the numbers of animals in
some research, though even these numbers are suspect because the CCAC’s
guidelines are purely voluntary. Also, the CCAC’s numbers are a fraction of
the number of animals and pets actually used for research. Private research
facilities—their numbers unknown—are not subject to CCAC’s guidelines.
For example, the CCAC reports over 16,000 pets being used for research in
2016. This figure understates the actual extent of how many pets researchers
are buying and using.
Two practical examples underscore how the CCAC does not protect
animals, including pets. Like so many other groups, Animal Alliance has
been involved in many issues where the CCAC protected researchers
to the detriment of animals. One was the City of Winnipeg requiring
its municipal pound to sell pet dogs to researchers at the University of
Manitoba.
On June 23, 2003, Liz White, a Director of Animal Alliance, submitted
the report of an investigation to Winnipeg City Council, the Canadian
Council on Animal Care, the University of Manitoba, and the federal
Minister of Health. The report highlighted how the University of Manitoba
failed to meet its commitments to the City of Winnipeg in its use of the
City’s dogs for research. Findings included:
1. the research department at the University failed to comply with
the University’s Policy 1404 which sets out guidelines for the use of
animals for research;
2. the research department failed to comply with the CCAC guidelines
for the care and use of animals for research;
3. the University made inaccurate claims to the residents of Winnipeg
and Winnipeg City Council when it stated that all dogs taken from
the city’s shelter were used in acute experiments.
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4. the University’s Animal Care Committee failed to require proper
completion of protocol forms, did not use non-animal based research
procedures when available, did not properly train research staff prior
to approving protocols; and
5. the university was not sanctioned by the CCAC for failing to meet
its animal care and use guidelines. In fact, the CCAC issued the
University a Good Animal Practice (GAP) certificate.
The combined
failures point to
a deeply flawed
system.

The combined failures point to a deeply flawed system in which animals
are treated inappropriately, in contravention of voluntary standards, and in
breach of ethical standards. Animal Alliance and Environment Voters of
Canada (now the Animal Protection Party of Canada) urged the University
Senate, the CCAC and the federal Minister of Health, in co-operation
with the funding bodies, to bring an end to the practice of the sale of pets to
research and to address the concerns raised in the report.
Animal Alliance, Winnipeg’s Animal Services Agency, the Winnipeg
Humane Society, and dozens of compassionate people showed Council
how selling animals to researchers degraded responsible pet ownership,
impeded reuniting pets with their families, and discouraged adoptions. The
groups used ‘best practices’ examples like those used by Calgary’s Animal
Services15 to prove their case.
Animal Alliance called on city councillors to ban the sale of its pound’s
lost pet dogs to the university during a city-wide municipal election
campaign by making pets for research an issue. Within days after the
election, councillors stopped Winnipeg’s Animal Services Agency from
selling lost pets to the University of Manitoba.
A similar CCAC failure to protect animals happened at the University
of Guelph. Animal Alliance was asked to intervene in an issue whereby
the university’s veterinary college required its students to euthanize their
research subjects—beagles—upon completion of their courses. It’s called
live terminal surgery. Students were required to spay or neuter purposebred beagles and then kill them. One student objected to wantonly killing
a healthy animal for no defensible reason. It was against her code of ethical
conduct as a veterinarian, she said. The CCAC sided with the university.
Animal Alliance sided with the beagle and the student. As is typical, the
university’s administrators defended their practice as being crucial to the
education of their students. In fact, all the evidence points to the opposite.
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A 2012 paper titled Elimination of Live Terminal Surgeries in Canadian
Veterinary Practice, authored by Anya Yushchenko, Olivier Berreville, Nick
Wright , Liz White, and Erika Sullivan, included the following:

The studies
demonstrate that
alternative programs
can satisfy the moral
concerns of
students.

The alternative program involves practicing surgical skills on a cadaver
and performing anesthesia on animals that later recover. Numerous
scientific studies have been published that compare alternative and
traditional methods of training and preparing students for clinical practice.
The studies demonstrate that alternative programs can satisfy the moral
concerns of students while maintaining high standards in the quality of
their education. For example, some studies have demonstrated that students
in alternative training groups who used ethically sourced cadavers and
inanimate models gain surgical skills at least as effectively as students in
traditional training groups. Research also shows other advantages, including
time saving in anesthesia and the opportunity for repetition on models,
which allows for greater familiarity with instruments and skill in routine, as
well as non-routine, surgeries upon graduation (Greenfield et al., 1995).
Nonetheless, the university ignored the evidence, the best practices
of the world’s leading universities like Cummings School of Veterinary
Medicine at Tufts University, and refused to change the practice of
needlessly killing healthy animals, claiming such a policy change would be
impossible.

Animal Alliance
prepared a public
campaign that featured
a beagle pleading for
her life.

With appeals to the CCAC and the university exhausted and the
lives of healthy adoptable beagles threatened, Animal Alliance prepared a
public campaign that featured a beagle pleading for her life. The campaign
included local newspaper, householder mail, and radio advertisements.
Forty-eight hours before launching the campaign, Animal Alliance—as
a courtesy—shared the contents of the campaign with the university’s
administrators. Upon seeing the campaign, the university immediately
suspended the practice of live terminal surgeries. What was impossible just
days earlier, suddenly, when exposed to public scrutiny became the new
policy at the Universtiy of Guelph.
Animal Alliance’s Winnipeg and Guelph campaigns are direct, practical
evidence that neither Canada’s researchers nor the CCAC have any interest
in taking measures necessary to properly care for, or find substitutes for,
animals used for research. It’s their pervasive and systemic moral lapse that
puts people’s pets at so much risk and causes them so much suffering.
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Most researchers
claim they care
about the animals
they use and abuse.

Ontario residents
are not allowed to
know which pounds
sell to research or
which research
institutions use
pet dogs
and cats.

Finally, it should be noted that not only does the CCAC do little or
nothing to protect pets and other animals used in their research, there’s also
no leadership on this matter from the vast majority of animal researchers in
Canada.

Holding to Account the agency responsible for the
Ontario Animals for Research Act: the Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)
Ontario is the only province with legislation that regulates how researchers
buy pets: the Ontario Animals for Research Act.16 Ontario is the only
province that requires, by law, that pets be sold to researchers. We
understood this legal requirement only applied to municipal pounds and to
some animals who were donated by their owners but it has been expanded
by the Ontario government to include humane societies contracted to
municipalities and rescue groups if they take pets from pounds after the 72hour redemption period. In Ontario, no pet that’s acquired by a municipal
pound, humane society, or a rescue group is legally safe from researchers.
There is no sanctuary for them. Even more disturbing is the broadened
interpretation of “donated by owner” to include animals surrendered to
humane societies or animals picked up in communities without municipal
dog and cat by-laws.
The secrecy marked by the CCAC (it’s not subject to the Access to
Information Act, for example) is as rife within OMAFRA. As remarked
on above and repeatedly, everyone involved in animal research industries
relies on secrecy to cover up both the extent and the particular practices
and experiments that lead to so much suffering for both animals and people
alike. Ontario residents are not allowed to know which pounds sell to
research or which research institutions use pet dogs and cats.
As the University of Guelph argued in a Freedom of Information Appeal
by Animal Alliance, “Pound source animals are provided to the University
with the implicit understanding by both pound keepers and Municipalities
that this information will not be released to the general public.”10
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For its part, Animal Alliance is preparing a Canada-wide campaign by
participating in several provincial elections, contacting provincial politicians
and their party leaders to seek their position on the issue, running
television, radio and newspaper advertisements. The AAC is asking voters
to demand their parties and candidates protect their pets by asking them to
commit to “No Pets in Research.”

No Pets in Research: the only option
There is no ethically or scientifically defensible case that justifies both the
animal and human suffering intrinsic to researchers trafficking in pets or
their use for research. The animal suffering is evident. Even if experiments
were painless, the very act of taking pets—animals who are often raised
from their births in loving environments—from their families and putting
them in cold research facilities, is inherently cruel due to the extreme
psychological trauma. The experiments themselves can be excruciatingly
painful with relief only coming with death.

Many shelters do
not give to research
but they are tainted
by those that do.

The human suffering caused by the researchers’ pet trafficking is
indefensible. It doesn’t only affect the pets’ loved ones; it also affects the
people working in municipal pounds and rescue organizations. Most people
in these institutions are motivated, in large part, by a love for animals.
Every time they are compelled to sell a pet to a researcher—a pet for whom
they know they could find a new family if given sufficient time—they suffer
a psychological wound. It’s this systemic, relentless psychological harm that
slowly, inexorably degrades the institutions charged with finding the loved
ones of lost pets or finding them new ones.
As well many people are reluctant to call animal services agencies if
they know a lost pet might become the victim of cruel experiments rather
than be afforded a new home. If the kind couple who found Laurie Bishop’s
Royal feared that he would be sold to the researchers at the University of
Guelph, would they have called animals services? Highly unlikely.
There are many shelters in Ontario that work hard to reunite lost pets
with their families or find them new homes. Many shelters do not give to
research but they are tainted by those that do and the public’s lack of trust
in a system designed to get lost pets into research laboratories.
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Lastly, fundamental ethics compels us to consider the researchers
themselves. What is—and has been—the toll on them, knowing as they
must that the personable, healthy animals enduring their research, probably
in pain, should not be in their laboratories at all? And, that it’s only because
of their traffic in pets that their ‘subject’ animal is not with a loving family.
In Ontario, amend the
Animals for Research
Act to protect our pets
from researchers.

The only ethical and, indeed, scientific way forward is

“No Pets in Research.”

The challenge for Canadians who care about animals is how to overcome
the undue influence that researchers have over legislation. First steps might
include people who share their homes with pets asking local animal services
providers if pets are sold to researchers and, in Ontario, asking Members of
Provincial Parliament to amend the Animals for Research Act to protect
our pets from researchers. Please go to elections.on.ca for your Ontario MPP’s
name and contact information.
I urge every Canadian with a beloved companion animal to contact their
Premier and tell them to stop researchers taking their lost pets. Together we
can stop researchers taking our lost pets from right across Canada.
For further information, contact:
Stephen Best
Policy Advisor
E/sbest@stephenbest.ca
Ainslie Willock
Campaign Manager
No Pets in Research
E/ainslie@nopetsinresearch.ca
Liz White
Director
Animal Alliance of Canada
#101 – 221 Broadview Avenue
Toronto ON M4M 2G3
T/416.462.9541
F/416.462.9547
E/liz@animalalliance.ca
AnimalAlliance.ca
NoPetsinResearch.ca
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